In Home Activity Changes
% who say they’ve been doing the following at home because of the COVID-19 outbreak

Spending more time cooking

Spending more time socializing as a
family / household

Spending more time on hobbies /
pastimes

Spending longer talking on the
telephone to others

Reading more books / listening to
more audiobooks

Spending more time using online learning
platforms for yourself

Spending more time using online learning
platforms for your child(ren)
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Media Consumption Changes
% who say they’ve been doing the following at home because of the COVID-19 outbreak

Watching more news coverage
Watching more shows / films on streaming
services (e.g. Netflix)
Watching more videos (e.g. on YouTube)
Spending longer on social media (e.g.
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, etc)
Watching more TV on broadcast channels
Spending longer on messaging services
(e.g. WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, etc)
Spending more time on computer /
video games
Listening to more streaming services
(e.g. Spotify, Apple Music, etc)
Spending more time on apps
Listening to more radio
Listening to more podcasts
Creating / uploading videos (e.g.
on YouTube, TikTok, etc)
Reading more newspapers
Reading more magazines
Spending more time on esports
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Device Usage
% who say they’re spending more time using the following devices since the start of the COVID-19 outbreak

Smartphone / mobile phone

Laptop

Smart TV / Media streaming device

PC / Desktop

Tablet

Games Console

Smart Watch

Smart Speaker
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Levels of Approval - Banks/Financial Institutions
% who say they approve / disapprove of how banks / financial institutions have handled the COVID-19 outbreak

Strongly Disapprove

Somewhat Disapprove

Neither Approve Nor Disapprove

Somewhat Approve

Strongly Approve
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Personal Financial Response
% who say they will do these things because of the coronavirus outbreak

Delay big purchases (e.g. car, vacations,
home appliances, etc)

Cut back on the day-to-day things
you buy

Wait for products to be on promotion,
discount, sale, etc

Use your savings

Reduce regular financial commitments (e.g.
cancel subscriptions, memberships, etc)

Look for flexible payment options (e.g.
pay in instalments, etc)

Put more purchases on credit cards
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Factors Influencing Support for Brands/Businesses
% who say the following will influence the brands / businesses they will buy from after the outbreak is over

Those which best meet my needs

Those with the cheapest prices

Those which are local / independent

Those I’ve bought from previously

Those with the best product availability

Those that helped people during
the outbreak

Those that contacted me during
the outbreak
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Post Outbreak Shopping Behaviours
% who say they expect to do the following after the outbreak is over

Visit stores less frequently

Buy more online for home delivery

Spend more time browsing/researching
online before visiting stores

Spend less time inside stores

Make more use of self checkouts

Buy more online for in-store collections
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